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A nonlinear character dependent model with constant time delay that extends the 
linear model of W. S. C. Gurney and R. M. Nisbet is introduced as a result of mak- 
ing the birth and death moduli dependent upon the total population. We reduce 
this model-an initial boundary value problem-to the solution of a pair of 
coupled nonlinear functional equations. Under suitable conditions, we establish the 
local existence, uniqueness, and continuation of solutions for all positive time. We 
also establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the local stability of time 
independent solutions in the form of a Lotka type characteristic equation similar to 
M. E. Gurtin and R. C. MacCamy’s charateristic equation arising from their non- 
linear extension of the age dependent MacKendrick-Von Foerster model. 0 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Nisbet and Gurney [ 131, referring to insect populations observed that: 
“Physiologically . . . for most insect species it is not chronological age but 
weight gain that triggers the various moults, a doubling of weight during 
an instar being typical (Dyar’s ‘law’, Chapman (1969))” and they mention 
several well-documented studies “which demonstrate simple linear or non- 
linear relationships between growth rate (i.e., weight gained per unit time) 
and food absorption rate within an instar.” Finally, they conclude that “the 
existence of a well-defined relationship between instar duration and food 
absorption rate can be expected for many insect species.” They then 
proceed to develop a linear formalism in “response to a number of 
questions raised by the experiments of Lawton, et al. (1980) on the dam- 
selfly Zschnura elegans (vand der Lind), . ...” Later, they used their for- 
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malism to construct “a ‘strategic model’ (in the sense of May (1974)) 
designed to demonstrate the effect on population stability of a high level of 
elasticity in instar duration.” 
In this paper we introduce a nonlinear character dependent model by 
making the assumption that the birth and death moduli also depend on the 
total population and then proceed to resolve the mathematical questions of 
existence, uniqueness, continuation, and stability of solutions (Gurtin and 
MacCamy [lo] resolved these questions for their nonlinear age-dependent 
formalism that arose from the MacKendrick-Von Foerster model, models 
that have inspired a steady amount of research). The main technique used 
is that of reducing the given initial value problem with an integral boun- 
dary condition due to the process of renewal to the solution via the method 
of characteristics of a pair of coupled nonlinear functional equations. 
Although the possibility of this type of reductions has been mentioned for 
similar models at least as early as 1967 (see Bell and Anderson [ 11); as far 
as I know, except for the trivial case, when the characteristic curves are 
straight lines, nobody has provided a systematic way of accomplishing this 
reduction. In this paper, I again (see Castillo-Chavez [S] ) make a 
systematic use of the Osgood-Wintner-Conti-Brauer theory of global 
solutions for ordinary differential equations, to do just that. 
In the remainder of this section, we introduce this nonlinear model (for a 
derivation of the linear model, see Castillo-Chavez [S]) and proceed to 
outline its reduction to a couple of nonlinear functional equations. In the 
next two sections, we settled the mathematical questions of existence, uni- 
queness, and continuation of solutions for positive time. Stability is then 
discussed with relevant computations included in an Appendix. 
To start, we let the character of this model be denoted by m (it could 
denote physiological characters such as size, weight, or mass); g(m, t) 
denotes the average growth of an individual of size m at time r; d(m, P(t)) 
denotes the size-specific death rate of an individual of size m with total 
population P(r); L(m, m', P(t)) denotes the size-specilic fertility rate of an 
individual of size m with total population P(t), where m denotes the size of 
the offspring. We assume that all individuals have the same size m, at birth 
with egg-stage duration rE and probability of survivorship P,, both con- 
stant. If we now assume that originally we had an empty system that has 
been “seeded” at time t = 0 by means of an initial size distribution p,(m); 
then the population growth is found to be modelled by the following initial 
boundary value problem: 
(Wt) p(m, t) + sh f)(Wm) Am, t) 
+ [(a/am) gh t) + @m, P)l Am, l) = 0 m>m, WE,) 
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(NE,) 
X 
s 
to A(m’, P) p(m’, t - TV) dm’ t>z, (NE,) 
ml 
P(W 0) = r%(m) m ‘ml (NEJ 
Am, l) =O t<O. (NE,) 
Remark I. Throughout this paper we make the following technical 
assumptions: g, 8, I are nonnegative and continuously differentiable 
functions of their respective arguments. [g(m 1, t)] - ’ z q(t) has a uniformly 
bounded derivative for all t > 0, g(m, , t) is bounded away from zero for all 
t 2 0 by a constant 6, > 0. g(m, t) > 0 for all t and m > m, - E, where 
0 < E 4 m, . A, 13 are uniformly bounded for all P 2 0 and m 2 m, . 1 has 
compact support and pa(m) is integrable and piecewise continuous. 
We observe that (NE,) is not required to hold at t = rE. Indeed, it will 
be satisfied at t = zE if and only if p,, satisfies the compatability conditions: 
B(TE) = CPEM 5, zE)l lrn 4 m’, 4) POW) dm’ ml (1.1) 
(b = Iw p&n’) dm’, 
ml 
(1.2) 
that is, we would require that the initial data be consistent with the renewal 
process. We will not impose this kind of restriction because we are 
interested in situations where the initial size distribution is arbitrary, and 
therefore we take B(r,=) - 0. 
REDUCTION OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC PROBLEM 
BY THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS TO A 
PAIR OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Let r= {(m, t): m>m,, t=O} and F={(m, t): m=m,, t20). 
Parametrize r and r by letting m = U, t = 0 and m = m, , t = S, respectively. 
We let X,(u) = (M(u, u), T(u, u))‘, Y,(r) = (M(s, r), T(s, F-))‘, and f(X) = 
(g(X), l)‘, where t denotes the transpose. Moreove, we assume that there 
exists nonnegative continuous functions ai (i = 1, 2) with domain in 
h co ) and such that for i = 1,2, 
w’ = a,(w) w(0) = IX(O)1 = IMI + 1 TI (2) 
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with 
and such that Jgi(w) =J;, (k/a,(s)) diverges at + co and m, -8, where 
O-cE$m,. 
Then the characteristic urves are given by the semiflows defined by 
f x, =.m-,), X,(O)= ; 0 
$ Ys=f(Ys), Ys(m,)= m’ . 
( 1 s. 
Under the conditions just imposed, the Osgood-Wintner-Conti-Brauer 
theory of global solutions for ordinary differential equations (see references 
at the end) will guarantee the existence of unique global solution in the 
regions of interest; moreover, for all solutions satisfying ~~(0) < 
/X(0)( < ~(0) we will have IX,(v)1 -+ cc and I Y,(r)1 + cc as u and r -+ co, 
respectively. 
We now let cr(m, t, P) = (a/am) g(m, t) + O(m, P) then along charac- 
terstics (NE,) becomes either one of the following initial value problems 
dz 
z= 
-4W T, PI z, 4% 0) = PO(U) 
dz 
- = -cr(M, T, P) z, 
dr 
z(s, m,) = B(s) 
which have the formal solutions: 
44 0) = ~~(24) exp ” a(M(u, u’), T(u, u’), P(u’)) dv’ 
1 
(3.1) 
z(s, r) = B(s) exp 
[s 
- ’ cl(M(s, r’), T(s, r’), P(r’)) dr’ . 1 (3.2) 0 
From the previous analysis it follows that the maps (u, u) --f 
(M(u, u), T(u, u)) and (s, r) + (M(s, r), T(s, r)) are C’ invertible on the 
appropriate regions divided by C,. . m = f(t), the main characteristic, i.e., 
the characteristic through (m 1, tE). 
If m =f*(t) denotes the characteristic through (ml, 0), then in terms of 
the original variables the solution is given by 
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or by 
44m, t), e, f)) m >f*(t) (4.1) 
Am, f) = ZW, t), rh t)) ml-<f(t) (4.2) 
0 fb+m<f*W (4.3) 
dm, t) = 
L, 
r-s(m,t) 
Wm, t)) exp - +W(m, t), 0, s(m, f) + l’, 
0 
P(s(m, t) + t’)) dt’ I m, -cm < f(t) (5.1) 
’ a(M(u(m, t), t’), t’, P(f)) dt’ 
1 
m >f *(t) otherwise (5.2) 
(5.3) 
The solution of this problem therefore hinges on the determination of B(s) 
which is given by NE, as 
B(s) = (PE/dmlT ~1) fa,4m’, P(s)) dm’, S-Q) dm’, (6-l) 
where 
P(s) = SW p(m’, s) dm’. 
ml 
If we define 
F(m’, 1; P) = po[u(m’, I)] 
and 
a[M[u(m’, I), t’], t’, P(f) 1 dt’, 
(6.2) 
l>O (7) 
K(M’, I; P) -exp -J~-S’m”‘i a[M[s(m’, I), t’], s(m’, I) + t’, 
P[s(m’l) + t’]] dt’ 1 , I>0 63) 
since I - s(m’, I) > 0 for I > 0 and for m’ in an appropriate range of values 
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(a consequence of Lemma 2 in the next section) then (6.1) and (6.2) can 
now be written as follows: 
B[s(m, t)] = [P,/g(m,, s(m, t))] Jfcs-’ A[m’, P[s(m, t)]] 
f-1 
x K[m’, s(m, t) - 7,; P] B[s[m’, s(m, t) - zE J] dm’ 
x F[m’, s(m, t) - tE, P] dm’, S>T, 
z 0, Odsdr, (9.1) 
P[s(m, t)] = jfrS’m”” K[m’, s(m, t); P] B[s[m’, s(m, t)]] dm’ 
ml 
5 
m 
+ F[m’, s(m, t); P] dm’, s > 0. (9.2) 
/‘Cdw I)1 
Equations (9.1) and (9.2) provide us with the desired pair of coupled non- 
linear functional equations. 
Remark II. To assure integrability, we assume that there is a constant 
m* sucht that [a/am g(m, t) + 0(m, P(t))] > 0 for (m, t) E {(m, t): m > m*, 
t > 0). Therefore, if B(s) and P(s) are the unique continuous functions 
satisfying (9.1) and (9.2) for s in [0, co], then (j.lt(5.3) provide us with 
the unique solution to (NE, )-(NE,) and conversely. 
We observe that if 1 and 8 were independent of P, then (9.1) would 
reduce to the integral equation found in the analysis of the corresponding 
linear theory (see Castillo-Chavez [S] ) and (9.2) would just give a formula 
for P. 
ANALYSIS OF THE NONLINEAR COUPLED FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Local Existence and Uniqueness 
In this section we will show that our nonlinear coupled functional 
equations have, under suitable conditions, a unique local solution. For the 
sake of reference and completeness, we shall rewrite them with 
P&h T I+z,)=q(l+2,): 
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B(l+r,)=q(l+r,)Src’)~[ m’,P(Z+z,)]B[s(m’,l)] .K(m’,l;P)dm’ 
ml 
+ Cdl+ zdl J- A[m',P(Z+z,)] F(m', f;P)dm'; I>0 
S'(I) 
z 0, 160 
I 
PI) 
I 
/co 
K(m',[; P)B[s(m',Z)] dm' 
ml 
P(l) = { +sm 
F(m',I; P)dm', I>T, 
.f*(‘) 
I I 
O" F(m',I;P)dm', O<E<T, 
/*co 
where K(m', I; P) and F(m', 1; P) are given by Eqs. (7) and (8) of the 
previous section. We remark that K and F are nonlinear funcionals of P. 
Remark III. In what follows, the reader should keep in mind the 
assumptions pecified in Remarks I and II with the added assumptions that 
4 ., PI, (ww A( .> P), et .> PI, and (alaP) 13( -, P) as functions of P belong 
to C(R+: L,(R+)). We will use them freely in the following discussions. 
We first let C+(R)= {Pin C[O, co): P>O} and consider (BI)for a fixed 
P in C+(R). For this P we let 
f’,(O - dl+ d j-y(/) AC m', P(l+z,)] F(m', f;P)dm' (10) 
and the first observation that we make is that under our present 
assumptions we have that Fp(f) is defined and continuous for all I > 0. We 
now let 
G,(Z, m', B)s 
A[m',P(l+r,)]K(m',I;P)B if ml <m'<f(Z) o 
otherwise (11) 
and 
K,(l,m')= ;l(m', P(l+z,))K(m', 1;P) (12) 
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And since G, is a continuous function in (I, m', B) for m' in [m,, f(Z)] 
and B in (0, co) then G, and F, satisfy the following conditions (Hl )-(H4) 
(Here we are following Miller [ 121): 
H 1. F is defined and continuous for all I3 0. 
H2. G is a Lebesgue measurable function in (Z, m', B) for 
m, < m' <f(Z), B in (0, co). Moreover G(Z, m', B) is a continuous function 
of B for each fixed pair (I, m') and G(Z, m' B) = 0 if m' >f*(Z). 
H3. Let R > m, and S a bounded subset of the nonnegative reals, 
then there exists a measurable function N such that IG(Z, m', B)J < N(Z, m') 
whenever m, < m' 6 f(Z) < R and B in S and we also have that 
sup N(Z,m')dm':m,<f(Z)<R <cc. 
I 
H4. For each compact subinterval Jc [m,, co) and each bounded 
subsets S of the nonnegative reals and each Z in (0, co) we have that 
sup [J IGCZ, m’, #C.@‘, 411- GCh, m’, #Cdm’, &Jlll dm’: J 
binC(J;S) -+O 
I 
as Z-+ZO, 
where C(J; S) denotes the set of all continuous functions 4 with domain J 
and range in S. 
Moreover, 
H5. For each constant Q >O and each bounded subset S of the 
nonnegative real numbers, there exists a measurable function K(Z, m') such 
that IG(Z, m', B,)- G(Z, m',B,)J < K(Z, m')(B, - B,I whenever m,<m'i 
f(Z) < Q and both B, and B, are in S. 
H5 is satisfied with our Kp(Z, m'). For details see Castillo-Chavez [S]. 
We now let S denote a bounded subset of [0, co) and we define N, as 
follows: 
NAL m’) = k,K,(Z, m’), 
where k, is a bound for S. We observe that to fulfill H3 we could use 
k,K,(Z, m') as N(Z, m'), where k, is any bound for the bounded set S and 1. 
We now have the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 1. For each R > m, there exists an N as in H3 such that 
I 
f(l) 
N(1, m’) dm’ + 0 as l-+72. 
ml 
Proof. From the above remark it follows that we may take N(1, m’) E 
k,K,(l, m’). Since S c,‘) K,(Z, m’) dm’ is a continuous function of I and f(l) 
decreases to m, as I+ tg then we see that the result follows. 
The corresponding linear initial boundary value problem was reduced 
(see Castillo-Chavez [S]) to the solution of the single integral equation 
(note no dependence on the total population) 
B[s(m, t)] = q(t+ tE) [f[‘(~‘+TL) B[s[m’, s(m, t) - zE]] 
ml 
x G[m’, s(m, t) - tE] dm’ + F[s(m, t) - r,]; s(m, t) - tE > 0. 
WE) 
In the analysis of (BIE), the following lemma was of extreme importance. 
LEMMA 2. If m’ satisfies m, cm’ <f [s(m, t) - zE] then 
s(m, t) - zE -s[m’, s(m, t) - zE] > 0 for s(m, t) > rE. 
Proof: See above reference or just draw a diagram. 
With the aid of all the above results we were able to prove the following 
result: 
THEOREM L. Assume F and G satisfy the conditions pecified above, then 
there exists a constant jI > 0 such that (BIE) has a unique continuous olution 
on the interval [0, fl]. That is B(l+ TV) is in C[O, j?], Furthermore, B(l+ zE) 
can be uniquely continued for all I > 0. 
If we now apply this theorem to (BI,) (i.e., (BI) with P being fixed) we 
have that it has a unique continuous solution on the interval [0, /I]. 
Moreover, this solution can be extended uniquely for all 12 0. We denote 
this unique extension by B(P)(l+ ru) and its restriction to [0, /?I by 
BB(P)(t+ zu). Observe that B(P)(T~)=O for all P. 
Since for each P in C+(R+ ) we have constructed a solution R(P) to 
(BI,) then, using this solution, we can define an operator Q, on C[O, T] 
by 
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QAPNO = r;:’ K(m’, 1; P) BdP)[s(m’, l)] dm’ 
+.r F(m’l; P) dm’, l>T, (Y) f ‘(0 
Qr(P)(O = ~~(,) f’(m’, I; PI dm’ OQl<T, (*) 
Q,(P)(U = 0 I<0 
and, hence, we observe that one compatability condition is needed, namely 
We first proceed to show that we have a unique solution in 0 < I< z,; in 
order to do this, we look for solutions in C[O, T], the set of continuous 
functions in [0, T] with the supremum norm [/.I[ T. The closed set (with 
T> 0) given by 
I= {P: PEC+[O, T] and IIP--qSIIT< 1) 
with 4(Z) =J& p,,[u(m’, I)] dm’ is of importance as we will show that 
there exists a T > 0 such that QT maps CT into CT and that on CT the 
map Q, is contractive. 
Remark IV. For future use we define the following quantities, in the set 
8= {(m, P):m>m,, Pa0 and lP--4(1)1< 1 for some le [O,r,]}, all 
assumed finite: 
(i) &r sup jA(m, P)I 
(m,P) in S2 
(ii) A, = sup I(WP) 4w P)I 
(m,f) in R 
(iii) 8,z sup l&m, P)I 
(m,P) in R 
(iv) 8,~ sup I (UW Wh P)I 
(m,P) in R 
(VI gm,- sup I (Wm) gh t)l 
(m,r)in [ml.oo)xR+ 
(vi) g,3 inf (m,r)m [ ,,co)xPB+ Mm t)l 
(vii) a, 3 inf 
(m,P,t) in R x LX! + 
144 6 P)l. 
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We now let P be an arbitrary element of CT then 
x[l-exp[ -j: a(M’[u(m’, I), t’], t’, P(t’)) dt’ 11 dm’. 
Using the inequality leZ - 1) < IzJ exp[ lzl] we have that the last expression 
is 
< iy(,) Pddm’, 1)) [ ji dM’(u(m’, l), t’), t’, P(f)) dt’ 
[I 
I 
x exp a(M’(u(m’, 1), t’), t’, P(t’)) dt’ 
0 11 dm’ 
< s ,:I,) pob4m’, OCg,, + doI 1 
ir 
I 
x exp a(M’(u(m’, I), t’), t’, P(t’)) dt’ 
0 1 
dm’ 
G k, + 001 1 K, POW6 0) expk,, + 0,) 11 dm’ 
= Cg,, + eel 1 expCk,, + 0,) 44V) 
hence 
then it follows that there exists a T> 0 such that IQ,(P)(Z) - qS(l)l < 1 for 
all I E [0, T] that is IjQAP) - 411 < 1 for all P in CT as the above estimate 
is independent of P. Moreover, a straightforward application of Lebegue’s 
dominated convergence theorem shows that Qr(P) E Ct [0, T] for each P 
in CT. Finally, to show that there exists a T>O such that the mapping 
QT: CT+ CT is contractive, we let P and P be two arbitrary members of 
CT, then 
IIQAP) - QAPIII 6 SUP jm IF(m’, I; P) -F(m’, 1; p)I dm’ 
/in [O.T] f*(r) 
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and first observe that 
IF(m’, 1; P) - F(m’, I; P)( 
= po(4m’, 0) exp - 
I [I 
‘a{M’[u(m: I), t’], t’, P(f)} dl’ 
0 1 
-exp - 
Lj 
‘a{M’[u(m: 1), t’], I’, B(t)) dc’ 
0 II 
< po(u(m', 4) 1 -expI [ j: [a(MICu(m', 4, t'], f', P f)) 
-a{M'[u(m', 1), t'), t’, P(f)}] df' II .
If we now use the fact that 11 - ezI G (zl exp[ lz/] we get that the above 
expression is 
-a{M’[u(m’, 1), t’], t’, &‘)}I dt’ 
x exp 
[i 
‘Ia{M’[u(m’,I),t’],t’,P(r’)}-aIM’[u(m’,Z),t’],t’,~(r’)}l dt’ 
0 1 
but 
Ia{M’[u(m’, 1), t’], t’, P(f)} - a{M’[u(m’, l), t’], t’, &‘)}I 
d sup I(qw 0% P)I I4f) - eu 
(m,P)inR 
<e,lB(t')-P(t')l 
and therefore 
mM’, 1; P) - wf, 1; P)l < po( ( u m’, I)) j’OII~(r’)--P(f’)l dt’ 
0 1 
x exp 
so that we finally have that 
IlQAp)-Q&II d~lW-~llr IIpollLI (expC2(80+g,,) Tl). 
Therefore there exists a T> 0 such that llQT(P) - Q.(s)/ d kJjP - till with 
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0 < k < 1, where k is a constant depending only on 0,) g,,, and (sufliciently 
small) T. The unique local solution to (BI) and (PO) is therefore given by 
P,, and BAP,) ( =O), where PO is the unique fixed point to QT on 
C’[O, T] with 0 < T< zE. 
If T<T, and we let P,(Z)=P,(I+a), where O<a< T, then P,(1) is a 
solution of the equation 
F(m’, 1+ a; P) dm’ (**) 
on the interval 0 < I6 T- CY. Conversely, if P,(l) solves the above equation 
on [0, S] and one defines P,(l+a)= PI(l), then P,(l) solves (*) on the 
interval 0 < 1< a + 6 for all a E [0, T]. 
We can now use our existence and uniqueness argument for (*) and 
deduce that (**) has a unique local solution P,(l) that extends P, (uni- 
quely). As long as the solution of (*) remains bounded, we can proceed to 
obtain this unique maximally defined solution or to continue P,(l) to 
CO, ~~1, as lb,, P,(l) exists for a E [0, zE] the unique continuation to 
[0, zE] is certainly possible. We therefore have proven the following result: 
THEOREM 0. Equations (BI) and (PO) haoe a unique continuous solution 
B,,(P,) ( ~0) and P, for 1 E [0, zE]. 
We now proceed to show that (BI) and (PO) have a unique continuous 
solution on [z,, rE + T] for T sufficiently small, this is the statement of 
THEOREM 1. Under appropriate conditions, there exists a T > 0 such that 
QT: c+ CT,, TE + Tl -+ C+ [zE, T,+ T] as defined by (y) (with the com- 
patability condition given by QT( P)( TE+ ) = QT( P,,)(T& and P, the solution 
to (*) in [O, z,]), has u uniquefixedpoint PI, so that P, and BT(P,) provide 
us with the unique solution to (BI) and (PO) in [0, ~~ + T]. 
ProojI We consider CT= {P: PEC+[Z~, z,+ T] and IIP---4jl <l}, 
where #(1) = j$(,) po[u(m’, l)] L(m’, 1) dm’, where 
evC-jb aCMu(m’, 4, 0, t’, Pdt’)l dt’l, O<l<T, 
otherwise. 
Since CT is a closed set, it suffices to show that there exists a T > 0 such 
that Qr maps CT into x7. and that on CT is contractive. We shall proceed 
in steps. 
Step I. There exists a T> 0 such that 11 QT( P) - 411 r< 1 for all 
PECT. 
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Let Q= ((m,P): mam,, PgO, and lP--d(1)/ <l for some 1~ 
CT,? rE + 11 } and assume that the quantities defined in Remark IV are 
finite over this 8. 
We now let P be an arbitrary element of Cr.. Then 
a[M[u(m’, I), t’], t’, P(t’)] dt’ 11 dm’ 
Using the inequality Je’- 1) < JzJ exp[)z)] in II we have 
II 6 /f,) po(4m’, 4) [ 1’ Wf’(Nm’, 0, 0, t’, P(O) dt’ 
TE 
x exp ’ cl(M’(u(m’, I), t’), t’, P(t’)) dt’ II dm’ 
[I 
I 
x exp cr(M’(u(m’, I), t’), t’, P(t’)) dt’ 
TE 1 dm’ 
G I&, + e~lC/-~d LTcIj po(4m’, 4) expC(g,, + ~o)C~-~,ll dm’ 
= km1 + eolV- 4 expC(g,, + @,)I?- d44 
and 
I = If(‘) K(m’, 1; P) BAP)(s(m’, I)) dm’ < C gn” BAP)(s(m’, I)) dm’ 
ml ml 
C a constant. The last inequality follows from the boundedness of K. Hence 
IQAPW) - 401 G C(‘(‘) &lP)Mm’, 4) dm’ + IL, + ~,llI- 4 
ml 
xexpC(g,, + e,w Gl IIP~II~, expC-~od 
and since f(1) decreases to m, as I-+ zg, we clearly have that there exists a 
T>O such that jQAP)(1)--q5(l)( Ql for all 1~ [tE,tE+ T], that is, 
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IlQT(P)-q5\)T<1 for this given PECK. However, T depends on P 
(through I) but if we note that 
X 
D 
f*(s(m’,‘)-rE) /l(m”, P(s(m’, I)) K[m”, s(m’, I) - z,; P 
ml 1 
x B,(P)(s(m”, s(m’, I) - zE)) dm”] 
+ de’> 0) J- l(m”, P(s(m’, 1)) F(m”, s(m’, 1); P) dm” 
f*(l) 
and recall that for m, cm” <f*(s(m’, 1)-t,) we have that s(m’, I) -rE-- 
s(m”, s(m’, 1) - zE) > 0 for s(m’, I) > rE. Therefore, if s(m’, I) E [z,, rE + T] 
with 0 < T-c zE then s(m”, s(m’, I) - TV) < rE and B,(P) (s(m”, s(m’, I) 
- rE)) s 0 implying that 
BTbW, 0) = q(4m’, 4) J-= I(m”, P(s(m’, I)) F(m”, s(m’, 1; P) dm” 
f’(j) 
we get the estimate 
this estimate implies that 
IQAPHO - 4(U 
6 c&Cf(~)-~ll 
+ Cgm,+hJ~~-~El ~~~C~~,,+~~~~~-~~~lII~~ll.,~~~C-~O~El 
and the last expression which can be made arbitrarily small as l+ 7:) 
independently of P. 
Step II. For each P in CT we have that Q,(P) is in C+[z,, 7,+ T]. 
We proceed to estimate the difference 
< F(m’,I;P)dm’-jrn F(m’, I + h; P) dm’ 
f*(l+h) 
+.I 
f(l+h) 
K(m’, 1+ h); P) B,(P)[s(m’, l+ h)] dm’ 
ml 
s 
f(l) 
- K(m’, 1; P) BdP)[s(m’, l)] dm’ 
mr 
409/128/1-Z 
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But F(m’, I+h) -+ F(m’, I; P) a.e. as h + 0 and K(m’, I+ h; P) 
B,(P)(s(m’, l+ h)) -+ K(m’, I; P) B,(s(m’, I)) as h -+ 0 and since the last 
expression is (assuming w.1.o.g. that h > 0) 
IJ 
oc 
d F(m’, I+ h; P) - F(m’, I; P)] dm’ 
f*o+ h) 
+.i 
f*(/+h) 
IF(m’, I+ h; P) - F(m’, 1; P)I dm’ 
/*co 
I j 
f(l+h) 
+ K(m’, I+ h; P) B,(P)[s(m’, I+ h)] 
ml 
- K(m’, I; P) B,(P)[s(m’, l)] dm’ 
+s 
f(/+h) 
IK(m’, I+ h; P) BAP)[s(m’, I+ h)] 
/co 
- K(m’, I; P) BAP)[s(m’, 1)] 1 dm’. 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem implies that the above 
integrals approach zero as h approaches zero and hence QT( P) is in 
c+ CTE, rE + T]. This concludes Step II. 
Step III. There exists a T> 0 such that the mapping QT: CT-+ CT is 
contractive. 
Let P and P be elements of CT then 
where 
s 
f *co 
I= sup lK(m’, 1; P) - K(m’, 1; P)I B,(P)[s(m’, l)] dm’ 
lin [TE,TE+ T] ml 
II = sup ‘*u) K(m’, I; P) IBAP)[s(m’, l)] - B,(P)[s(m’, Z)]j dm’ 
/in [TE,TE + T] 
III = sup s m IF(m’, I; P) - F(m’, I; P)j dm’. I in C~E.TE + T] f*(l) 
Because of the compatability condition QdP)(zE) = QT(Po)(zE) we have 
that 
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IF(m’, 1); P) - lqm’, 1; P)I 
a(M[u(m’, 1), t’], t’, P(f)} dt’ 
1 
[j 
I 
-exp - a{M[u(m’, I), t’], t’, P(t)} dt’ 
XE II 
j’ [cc{MCu(m’, 0, t’l, f’, P(t’)) 
‘E 
-a{~[u(m’, I), t’], t’, p(t’)}] dt’ II . 
If we now use the fact that 11 -e’I 6 (zl exp[lzl J we get that the above 
expression is 
G po(u(m’, I)) j’ la{MCzw, 0, t’l, t’, p(t)) 
fE 
- a{M[u(m’, l), t’], t’, &t’)j( dt’ 
x exp 
D 
’ Ia{M[u(m’, I), t’], t’, P(t’)} 
rE 
but 
- a{M[u(m’, I), t’], t’, p(t’)}l dt’ 1 
la{MCuW, 4, 4, P(f)) -a{~C~W, 4, UT &t’)ll 
< sup I(WP) a@, P)l P(f) - p(t’)l 
(m,P) in R 
<&l&t’) -P(t’)l 
hence 
[~(m’, I; P) - WI’, I; &I 6 p,(u(m’, I)) j’ 
TE 
&l&t’) - P(t’)l df] 
x exp 1 
from which 
III< 0, W- pIIT bollL, {expMfh+g,,) Tl). (YJ 
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We now proceed to estimate 
IK(:(m’, I; P) - K(m’, I; P)I 
I [i 
/ - s(m’,/) 
6 l-exp (a(W(m’, 4, 0, f’, P(s(m’, 4 + f))) 
0 
- a(M(s(m’, I), t’, P(s(m’, I) + t’))) 1 II dt’ 
I 
I- .s(rn’,l) 
6 la(M(s(m’, 4, t’), P(s(m’, l+ f’))) 
0 
- a(M(s(m’, 1), t’), t’, P(s(m’, I) + t’))l dt’ 
x exp 
[I ’ 
‘-s(mJ) Ia(M(s(m’, 1), t’), t’, P(s(m’, 1) + t’)) 
0 
- a(M(s(m’, I), t’), t’, P(s(m’, [) + t’))l dt’ 1 
and as before we get 
5 
/ - s(m’,/) 
d B,(P(s(m’, f) + t’) - &(m’, I) + t’)l dt’ 
0 
xexp ‘2(8,,+gm,)dt’. 
I 0 
If we let t” = s(m’, /) + t’ in the previous equation we find that the last 
expression is 
s 
/ 
d 8, IP(t”)-&t”)l dt”.exp ‘2(Cl,+g,,)dt 
s(m.1) i‘ 0 
~~,llP-~ll..TexpC(2~0+g,,)(T+~,)l, 
We now estimate IB,(P)(s(m’, I)) - BT(B)(,s(m’, /))I since it plays an 
important role in II. Observe that 
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= [q(s(m’, t)) -J [~““;‘” 3L(m”, P(s(m’, I))) 
. K(m”, s(m’, f); P) . B,(P)(s(m”, s(m’, I))) dm” 
- [q(s(m’, t))] jf”‘m”ir’ A(m”, P(s(m’, 1))) 
ml 
. K(m”, s(m’, I); Ij’). B,(p)(s(m”, s(m’, 1))) dm” 
+ / CsCW, t))l J,,,,,,,,,i W’, Nm’, 0)) 
x [F(m”, s(m’, l); P) - F(m”, s(m’, I); p)] dm” 
= K,I+ l&l = K,I as K,=O; 
and if we proceed as in a previous computation (i.e., see estimates for 
integral I), the last expression becomes 
and since the estimates for integral III give 
.o, UP- PII T IIPOIIL, exPM~o +s,,)CT+ TEI 
we then have 
Combining y i, yz, and y3 with the fact that f( T) decreases to m, as T -+ t ; 
we conclude that there exists a T>0 such that l/Q,(P)-Q,(p)II.< 
kll P - PII T with 0 < k < 1, where k is a constant depending only on 8,, 8,) 
A,, go, LX~, and T (T sufficiently small). The above shows that on 
C+ [z,, zE + T] QT is contractive and this concludes the proof of Step III 
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and therefore of Theorem 1. The unique local solution to (BI) and (PO) is 
therefore given by P and B,(P), where P is the unique fixed point to QT on 
C+ [z,, zE + T], moreover P,(r,) = P,(t,). 
Continuation of Solutions 
The purpose of this section is to show that the unique local solution to 
the pair of nonlinear functional equations of Theorem 1 can be continued 
uniquely to the “right” for all positive time. 
We let P,(I) = P,(I+ 6) then 
P,(I)=P,(I+6)=cli’+~~ K(m’, I+ T, P) B(s(m’, I+ 6)) dm’ 
ml 
(13) 
In order to change this integral to a form suitable to our former analysis 
we make use of Fig. 1, where the appropriate points have been identified: 
There is a unique characteristic through B, which is parametrized by 
m(r) = M(cr, r) and t(r) = r + ~1. This characteristic intersects the line 
t=a+l at the point C,= (m’, cl+I) and therefore s(m’, a+l)=a. Hence 
from Fig. 1 we see that s(m”, a + I) <s(m’, a + I) = a whenever m’< 
m” <f((a + I). With this (13) can be written as follows: 
K(m”, I+ 6; PI) B(s(m”, I + 6)) dm’ 
I 
00 
+ F(m’, l+ 6; P2) dm’ + H(I) 
.I*(/+61 
(P*O) 
where H(1) = J ~$d”,‘) K(m”, I+ 6; P,) B(s(m”, I+ 6)) dm” with the com- . 
I A, 
FIG. 1. B, =(m,, a), &= (WI’, a), B3= (J(a), a), C, = (m,, a+/), C2=(m’, a+/), and 
C3 = (.fta + 4, I + a). 
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patability condition (for 6 = T) P*(O) = P,(T) for all Pz E C, = {P: PE C+ 
[z~+T,z~+T+T~] and IIP-&(IGl} and 
where 
ew ’ a[M(u(m’, I), t’), t’, P,(t’)] dt’ 1 O<l<z,+ T L,(m’, 1) = 
1, otherwise, 
and we can carry step-by-step the proof of Theorem 1. Therefore, we con- 
clude that Eq. (P,O) has a unique solution P, on an inteval [0, T,] with 
P,(O)= P,(T), i.e., P2 is the unique continuation of P,. Hence P2 and 
B T+ TJP2) provide a unique solution to our system on [0, ~~ + T+ T,]. 
Moreover, we have the following results: 
THEOREM 2. Let P(1) be the bounded solution fo (PO) for I in [0, a]. 
Then B,(P) and P(1) can be uniquely extended as a continuous solution to 
(PO) and (BI) to an interval [0, No] with a0 > a. 
Proof: We only have to show that if {I,,,} increases to a then lim P(1,) 
exists as m -+ co. This follows immediately by Lebesgue’s dominated con- 
vergence theorem. The following corollary is now immediate. 
COROLLARY. There exists a unique maximally defined solution to (BI) 
and (PO ). 
Two possibilities arise, either B(P)(l) and P(1) can be defined for all 12 0 
or else they can only be both defined on a bounded interval. Moreover, if 
they can be defined on a bounded interval, then it must be of the form 
[O,a] and P(l)-+ +oo as l-a-. 
THEOREM 3. B(1) and P(1) can be continued for all 12 0. 
Proof If P(1) can be continued for all 1 > 0 then the linear theory (see 
CastilloChavez [S]) implies that B(P)(l) can be continued for all I>, 0. So 
let us assume that P(l) has be,en uniquely extended to a maximally defined 
solution with 1 in [0, a] and a finite. If we choose 6 > 0 such that 0 < 6 < zE 
and 0 < 6 < a and let 1 in [0, a - S] then as in the linear theory (op. cit.) we 
can continue B(P)(l) to a closed interval containing [0, a). Call it [0, b] 
with 0 i a < /I. Again Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem implies 
that lim P(1) as l+a- is finite due to our assumptions on the birth and 
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death modulus. This gives us a contradiction. Hence P(1) and B(P)(I) can 
be continued uniquely for all 12 0. 
Equilibrium Size Distributions: Stability 
In this section, we study solutions of (NE) in which p(m, t) =p(m) is 
independent of the time t and under the assumption that g(m, t) is indepen- 
dent of time. Such solutions will satisfy (NE,)-(NE,) if and only if 
g(m)(Wm) p(m) + C(d/dm) g+ Wc PII p(m) = 0 m>m, (14.1) 
P= 
s m p(m) dm 
(14.2) 
ml 
p(m,) = CP,/dm, )I SW 4w PI p(m) dm = B. 
ml 
(14.3) 
From Eqs. (14.2) and (14.3), we see that both P and the rate of “recruit- 
ment” B are constants. In what follows we shall refer to time independent 
solutions p in C’(R + ) as equilibrium size distributions. In the study of 
such size distributions the following quantities are of importance: 
44 PI = (g(mlYg(m)) p,exp 
The probability that a person will survive to size m if the population is held 
constant at P, and 
R(P)= jm A( m, P) n(m, P) dm 
ml 
(16) 
the expected number of offspring to be born to an individual when the pop- 
ulation is P. 
The quantity given by (16) is of importance because the solution to 
(14.1) can be written as 
p(m) = (l/P,) ph) 4m, PI (17) 
and after substituting this expression in (14.3) we obtain that 
W)=g(ml). (18) 
We then have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let P > 0 and assume that A( ., P) n( ., P) is in L, [m,, co). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that an equilibrium size distribution 
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exists with total population P is that (18) holds. When this is the case, the 
(unique) equilibrium size distribution corresponding to P is given by 
p,(m) = Cl/P,1 P(W) 44 PI (19) 
with 
p(ml)= [PEP] srn z(m, P) dm = B,. (20) 
ml 
Proof. The unique solution to (14.1) and (14.2) with initial condition 
p(mr) = B, is given by Eqs. (19) and (20). Furthermore, it is clear that 
given (18) and (19) we obtain (14.3). 
In the linear theory, R is independent of P and therefore it would be for- 
tuitous for R to equal g(ml); here, however, R(P) is a function of P and it 
is reasonable to expect that in most problems of interest there will exist at 
least one value of P for which R(P) = g(ml). 
The fact that we are assuming that g(m, t) is time independent allows us 
to reduce the study of the stability of a given equilibrium size distribution 
p,(m) with birth-rate B, and total population P, to the analogous study of 
the GurtinMacCamy model (see Gurtin and MacCamy [lo]), as through 
the change of variable given by J(m) = f;, (ds/g(s)) (NE,)-(NE,) reduces 
to 
&NJ, t)+$tJ, t)+P(J, Q)h(J, f)=O; (21.1) 
B/At) = I= y(J, t, Q, NJ, t - zE) dJ; t > 5E (21.2) 
n 
Q(t) = j-- h(J, t) dJ 
0 
(21.3) 
NJ, 0) = ho(J) (21.4) 
h(J, t) = 0 t < 0, (21.5) 
where 
NJ, Q, = CW4J), Q(t))l/g(~(J)), 
Y(J, Q, = [P&(m,)l4m(J), Q(t), gMJ)h 
NJ, 1) = Am(J) PMJ), th 
ho(J) = ~o(m(J)). 
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Based on this reduction, the analysis of the Appendix, and the results of 
Gurtin and MacCamy, we can conclude that if Eq. (44) (see the Appendix) 
has no solution Y with R,(r) 2 0, then there exists numbers 6 > 0 and E > 0 
such that whenever jlpO - psi1 L, < 6 then the corresponding solution p(m, r) 
to (NE),-(NE,), if it exists for all t>O, satisfies 
P(c) - P, = O(exp[ --it]) 
P(C 2) -I, = Wev[Etl) 
for each m as t-+ cc. 
From Eq. (44) or the corresponding Lotka characteristic equation for 
(21.1)-(21.5) we can observe the role of the delay rE in the characteristic 
equation. Moreover, we observe that as ~~ --f 0 + (in our transformed 
model) we obtain precisely the Lotka-characteristic equation for the 
Gurtin-MacCamy model. 
APPENDIX 
We consider “perturbations” +(m, t) of p,(m) and write 
Am, t) = p,(m) + ICl(m, t) (22.1) 
P(t) = P, +p(t). (22.2) 
A routine computation then shows that p and P obey the basic 
equations (NE,), (NE,), and (NE,) if and only if 
(fWt) Il/(m, t) +dm)C(Wm) p,(m) + (Wm) Ii/h t)l 
+ C(Wm) g(m) + @Cm, P +At))lCp.Am) + W, t) = 0 (23.1) 
P, +p(f) = jy; b,(m) + $h [)I dm (23.2) 
ml 
p,(ml)+ll/(m17 t) = CPE/g(mI)l jm 4m, f’, +p(t)) p,(m) ds + CPE/sh)l ml 
X 
s 
m A(m, P, +p(t)) $(m, t - zE) dm. (23.3) 
ml 
Moreover, if we let 
n,(m, p) = Qm, p, +~(t)) - eb, p,) - II e(m, PJI p(t) (24) 
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and 
&h P) = 44 p, +p(t)) - 4m, P,) - C(WP) 4% PSI1 P(f) (25) 
we get that (23.1) is equivalent to 
g(m)(Wm) 4Wh t) + (W) +Wh t) + C(Wm) g(m) + WT Ps)l $(m, t) 
+ w(m)p(t) = xh t), Q-6) 
where 
and 
4m) = (l/p,) B,nb, p,)(WW 04 p,) (27) 
xh t) = -~,(m,p)[(llPd B,Oc P,) + ICl(m, ?)I 
-(VP) W4 P,)P(~) ICl(m, t) 
as (2.2) reduces to 
(28) 
p(t) = [;o Il/(m, 2) dm. ml 
We rewrite (23.3) using (25) and (17) to obtain 
(29) 
*(ml, t) = [I&/&d1 Jm W, p.4 Ic/( m, f - ~~1 dm + KD(~) + y(t), (30) 
ml 
where 
(31) 
and 
y(t) =~(~)C~&(m,)l jrn C(W’) 4w PJI $(m, t - ~~1 dm 
ml 
+ CPE/dmI)l Ia A2(m, pK(lIf’d B&n, f’,) + Il/(m, I- ~,)l dm. 
ml 
(32) 
In the presence of sufficient smoothness, the terms x and y are of “second 
order” in the quantities + and p. It therefore seems reasonable to expect 
that the linear equations which follow when these terms are neglected 
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would determine the behavior of the population in a neighborhood of the 
equilibrium size distribution pS. Hence, we consider the following linear 
system 
(33.2) 
$(m,, f) = CP&(m,)l Ia’ 44 P,) IC/(m, t - rE) dm + &df) (33.3) 
ml 
which represent a generalization of the previous linear model of Gurney 
and Nisbet. 
To study the stability of the equilibrium size distribution pS, we consider 
solutions of the form 
Il/(m, t) = M(m) e” (y a complex number) (34) 
as all product solutions t,b(m, t) = M(m) T(t) are of this form. If we let 
(35) 
then 
M(m) = CPEMh) - B,(iV~dI Irn (e,(u, p,Yg(u)) exp ml r J” (l/g(o)) do ml 1 
x n(m, P,) exp (36) 
where (a/Q) 0 z l3,,. Set 
and substitute (36) in (35) to find 
(37) 
(38) 
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Using this last expression we rewrite Eq. (36) as 
Set 
f,(m) = lrn (e,(u, P,)/g(u)) z(r, u, ml) du 
mt 
(40) 
(B,IPE) j:, n(m, P.,) 4 -r, m, m,) dm 
gr= 1 + (B,IP,) j$4m, P,) 1(-r, m, ml)fr(m) dm (41) 
Then (39) can be written as 
M(m)=M(m,)P,71(m,P,)z(-r,m,m,){l-g,f,(m)). 
Furthermore, (33.2) will be satisfied provided that 
(42) 
M(m,)=IP,/g(m,)lexpC-T,rlSmI(m,P,)M(m)dm+~~. (43) 
ml 
Observing that j= (M(m,)/B,) Pig, and putting (42) in (43) we get 
1 = CPi/g(m,)l expC-z,rl Jrn 4m, P,) 4m, P,) It-r, m, m,) dm 
ml 
+g, W/B,)- (P&(m,)) expC-~,rl 
i 
X s cc 4m, P,) dm, P,s) 4 -r, m, ml) Am) dm 1 . (44) ml 
Hence solutions of the form (34) will exist if and only if r satisliess the 
above transcendental equation. If we have that all the r’s satisfying (44) 
have negative real parts then all solutions of the form (33) will approach 
zero as t approaches infinity; that is p,(m) would then be asymptotically 
exponentially stable. 
We now make the following assumptions 
AP( ., P) < 0 for P>P, 
e,t .> P) > 0 for Pap,. 
(45.1) 
(45.2) 
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That is, that for populations P 2 P, the size-specific birth rate and the size- 
specific death rate are decreasing and increasing functions of P, respec- 
tively. This seems to be a reasonable assumption based upon the analysis of 
Gurney and Nisbet in their 1980 paper. We now observe the following: that 
K given by Eq. (31) is therefore negative; that f,(m) given by Eq. (40) is 
therefore positive, and g, given by Eq. (41) is also positive. Hence the 
second term in Eq. (44) is negative. And the first term of Eq. (44) is a 
monotone continuous function of r approaching + co as r -+ -cc and 
approaching zero as r -+ +co. If we now make the assumption that 
CPk/g(m,)l jrn J4m, P,) 4m, P,) dm < 1, 
ml 
(46) 
then we immediately see that (44) has no nonnegative real roots. Hence 
under assumption (46) there is a chance for stability as complex roots (if 
any) appear in conjugate pairs. 
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